Practically, in the underdetermined model y = Ax, where x is a K sparse vector (i.e., it has no more than K nonzero entries), both y and A could be totally perturbed. A more relaxed condition means less number of measurements are needed to ensure the sparse recovery from theoretical aspect. In this paper, based on restricted isometry property (RIP), for subspace pursuit (SP) and compressed sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP), two relaxed sufficient conditions are presented under total perturbations to guarantee that the sparse vector x is recovered. Taking random matrix as measurement matrix, we also discuss the advantage of our condition. Numerical experiments validate that SP and CoSaMP can provide oracle-order recovery performance.
Introduction
Compressed sensing [1] has been attracted more and more attention since it has been proposed. According to compressed sensing, the sparse signals can be accurately reconstructed from far less samples than those required in the classical Shannon-Nyquist theorem.
Typically, an underdetermined equation
is to be solved, where measurement matrix A ∈ R m×N . There exists a unique solution for (1) when x is assumed to be K-sparse, i.e., x has at most K nonzero entries.
To get the sparsest solution of Eq. (1), minimizing x 0 (the 0 -"norm" counts the number of nonzero entries in x) is an intuitive idea. However, this is an NP-hard problem [2] . Many suboptimal methods were presented to overcome this difficulty.
The greedy algorithms have received considerable attention due to their low complexity and simple interpretation in geometry. They mainly include orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [3] , subspace pursuit (SP) [4] , compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [5] , analysis SP (ASP), and analysis CoSaMP (ACoSaMP) [6] . The basic idea behind this kind of algorithms is to find the support of the unknown signal sequentially. Recently, using new method, two relaxed sufficient conditions were presented for SP and CoSaMP by Song et al. [7, 8] . In this paper, we mainly discuss SP and CoSaMP that are efficient algorithms.
In practice, both y and A are often perturbed in model (1) . It is important to consider these perturbations since it can account for precision errors when applications call for physically implementing the matrix A in a sensor [9] . This case can be found in source separation [10] .
In fact, under total perturbations, model (1) was formulated aŝ
with inputsÂ ∈ R m×N andŷ. Here, e and E can be defined as addition noise and multiple noise, respectively. This case can be found in remote sensing [11] , radar [12] , and so on. By restricted isometry property (RIP) [2] , model (2) was discussed by Ding et al. [13] using OMP. Under total perturbations, the work of [14, 15] discussed the performance of SP and CoSaMP. They presented that oracle-order recovery performance of SP and CoSaMP is guaranteed. In addition, there are many previous works in the context of near-oracle performance [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Using the results in [7, 8] , in this paper, we give improved conditions for SP and CoSaMP under total perturbations. For numerical experiments, figures validate that SP and CoSaMP can provide oracle-order recovery performance. Now, we give some notations that will be used in this paper. Scalars are written as lowercase letters, e.g., d. We denote vectors by boldface lowercase letters, e.g., x, and matrices as boldface uppercase letters, e.g., D. The ith element of x is denoted by x i . D denotes the transpose of D. The cardinality of a finite set is denoted by | |.
denotes the largest spectral norm taken over all K-column submatrices of D. We write D for the column submatrix of D whose indices are listed in the set .
Problem formulation
In practice, we often encounter the approximately sparse vectors [21] rather than sparse vectors. Although these vectors are not exactly sparse, they are well approximated by a K-sparse vector. The vector x is assumed to be approximately sparse and we can use a K-sparse vector x K to approximate it when the energy of x c K = x − x K is very small, where x K is K-sparse that is the best K-term approximation of x, i.e., the nonzero entries in x K correspond to the K largest (in magnitude) entries in x. The approximation error can be quantified as
In this paper, the following model is considered
Here, the available information for recovering x isŷ and A = A + E.
In real-world applications, we often do not know the exact nature of E and e and are forced to estimate their relative upper bounds, instead. The perturbations E and e are quantified with the following relative bounds
where
2 and Ax 2 are nonzero. Now, according to A =Â − E, we give the upper bound of
Then, we have
In this paper, we are only interested in the case where ε A and ε y are far less than 1.
RIP-based recovery condition

Definition 1 ([2]) A matrix A satisfies RIP of the order K if there exists a constant
for all K-sparse vector h. In particular, the minimum of all constants δ satisfying (8) 
The specific values of the constants a, c, ρ, and τ are illustrated in Table 1 .
Proof After slightly manipulation, according to [7] and [8] , the results can be obtained.
Theorem 2 Consider (4). If the perturbed matrixÂ satisfies RIP witĥ
then the relative error of the solution x n of SP and CoSaMP satisfies
where the specific values of the constants a, c,ρ, andτ are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 . In addition, after at most 
iterations, SP and SoSaMP can obtain the error
Proof The sensing process (4) is equivalent tô
whereê = −Ex +Âx c K + e is the error term. Its energy is bounded as follows. By Proposition 3.5 in [5] and (7),
where (15) follows from (7) and (3). Furthermore,
Then, combing (5), (15) , and (16), we have
By Theorem 1, under condition (10), the solution x n defined by SP and CoSaMP satisfies
whereρ < 1 andτ are constants specified in Table 2 . According to the triangle inequality, we have
By condition (12) ,
Combined (11) and (20), (13) follows immediately. [7] . It is clear that whenρ = 1 2 , for SP, Theorem 2 presentŝ δ 3K = 0.3063 andτ = 13.1303, while Theorem 2 in [15] givesδ 3K = 0.1397 andτ = 15.6476 (C andD in [15] ). For CoSaMP, Theorem 2 presentsδ 4K = 0.3083 and τ = 13.9536, while Theorem 2 in [15] givesδ 4K = 0.101 andτ = 15.3485 (C andD in [15] ). So, the proposed results improve the theoretical guarantee for SP and CoSaMP relative to [15] .
Remark 1 The weaker the RIC bound is, the less required number of measurements we need, the improved RIC results can be used in many CS-based applications
To be specific, for an m × N random matrixÂ, whose entries are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables N (0, 1 m ), thenÂ satisfies the RIP condition (δ K ≤ ε) with overwhelming probability under [22] [15] presented an upper bound of oracle recovery (Part IV.B in [15] ):
where κ = When x is K-sparse, it can be derive that r K = s K = 0. The relative error of the solution is stated as Corollary 1.
Corollary 1 Suppose that x is K-sparse in model (4). If the perturbed matrixÂ satisfies RIP witĥ
then, the relative error of the solution x n of SP and CoSaMP satisfies
where the specific values of the constants a, c,ρ, andτ are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 . In addition, after at most
Numerical experiments
In this section, we perform some numerical experiments in MATLAB R2013a and research the performance of SP and CoSaMP under total perturbations. These algorithms are tested with two random matrix ensembles:
• N : Gaussian matrices with entries drawn i.i. and locations in each column chosen uniformly.
As noted in [24] , the above two random matrix ensembles are representative of the random matrices frequently encountered in compressed sensing.
The sparse vector x (with length of N = 1024) is taken from the random binary vector distribution and are formed by uniformly selecting K locations for nonzero entries with values {−1, 1} chosen with equal probability.
The addition noise e and multiple noise E are random Gaussian matrices. In each trial, according to (5), the relative perturbations are set to where A is measurement matrix. Then,ŷ andÂ are generated by (2) . The relative approximation error defined by
where x * is an approximate solution. The simulation is conducted 500 times to obtain the average relative error.
Different sparsity level for SP and CoSaMP
For SP and CoSaMP, sparsity level K needs to be known a priori. The first experiment demonstrates the performance degradation of SP and CoSaMP when K is misestimated. Here, sparsity level K is 20. The number of measurements m varies from 100 to 550 with step size 50. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . Figures 1 and 2 show the curves of the relative error vs. estimation of the sparsity. It is easy to see that the error decreases as m increases. In addition, one can see clearly that the relative errors of the SP and CoSaMP increase if the estimated sparsity K is far from the truth. So, in the future, we will propose some algorithm that recovers unknown signals without the sparsity level information.
Observed noise stability for SP and CoSaMP
In the second simulation, we infer an observed stability to general perturbations for SP and CoSaMP. We compare the performance of SP and CoSaMP with oracle LS method. The number of measurements m varies from 50 to 500 with step size 50. The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
As can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, the error decreases as m increases. In addition, the curves of SP, CoSaMP, and oracle LS method are almost the same when m is not smaller than 150. So, SP and CoSaMP can provide oracle-order recovery performance.
Conclusions
For SP and CoSaMP, in this paper, improved sufficient conditions are presented under total perturbations to guarantee that sparse vector x can be recovered. Comparing with the condition in [15] , taking random matrix as measurement matrix, our condition can decrease the number of measurements. By numerical experiments, we point out that SP and CoSaMP algorithms can obtain oracle-order recovery performance under total perturbations. Furthermore, proposing an algorithm that does not need the sparsity level K is our future work.
